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Geocel is one of the UK’s leading suppliers of sealants and adhesives and is a strategic partner of Dow Corning and Dow Chemical Limited.

The company has over a quarter of a century of international experience in the construction and industrial sectors, providing sealants, coatings and associated chemical products.

Geocel combines a wealth of innovative technical and manufacturing expertise with a strong commitment to quality.
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**Dow Corning® 781 Acetoxy Silicone Sealant**

Dow Corning 781 is a one component, ready-to-use silicone sealant, which offers fast cure and good weathering characteristics. The excellent adhesive properties of Dow Corning 781 make it suitable for use on aluminum, glass, formica, and most other non-porous surfaces.

**Main Uses**

Suitable for glazing applications, weathersealing of sheet cladding, curtain walls, draught proofing and general internal sealing applications.

**Benefits:**
- Conforms to ISO 11600-G-20HM
- High modulus – acetoxy cure type
- Listed by the WRAS for use in contact with potable water once cured
- Fast cure – tack free in one hour
- Joint movement capability +/- 25%
- Working time of 5-10 minutes
- 100% recovery
- Excellent weatherability

Application Temperature Range +5 to +40°C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colours</th>
<th>White, Black, Grey, Brown, Aluminum, Clear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pack Size</td>
<td>310ml 'e' Cartridges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dow Corning® 786 Mildew Resistant Silicone Sealant**

Dow Corning 786 Mildew Resistant Silicone Sealant is a one part acetoxy silicone rubber sealant which has excellent adhesion to a variety of non-porous surfaces. It contains a food grade fungicide.

**Main Uses**

Ideal for sealing refrigeration units and areas where food contact is likely.

**Benefits:**
- Conforms to BS 5889 Type B
- Fast cure
- Meets US Food & Drugs Administration Regulation Number 21CFR177.2600
- High modulus – acetoxy cure type
- Safe for repeated food contact

Application Temperature Range +5 to +40°C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colours</th>
<th>White, Clear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pack Size</td>
<td>310ml 'e' Cartridges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dow Corning® 785+ Bacteriostatic Sanitary Silicone Sealant**

Dow Corning 785+ is a one component silicone sealant that gives excellent adhesion to most non-porous surfaces. Protects against bacteria growth, tested for MRSA, E. Coli, and Salmonella. Fast-curing Sanitary Silicone. Contains a fungicide to resist mould growth. Joint movement capability ± 20%.

**Main Uses**

For sealing around sanitary fittings to give a water resistant hygienic seal.

**Benefits:**
- Conforms to ISO 11600-F-20HM, ISO 22196:2007
- Contains a fungicide to resist mould growth
- Joint movement capability +/- 25%
- High modulus – acetoxy cure type
- 5-10 minutes working time
- Fast cure – tack free in one hour
- 100% recovery
- Excellent weatherability

Application Temperature Range +5 to +40°C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colours</th>
<th>White, Clear, Bahama Beige, Manhattan Grey, Jasmine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pack Size</td>
<td>310ml 'e' Cartridges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dow Corning® 791 Weatherproofing Silicone Sealant**

Dow Corning 791 is a low modulus one-part silicone sealant that gives excellent unprimed adhesion to both porous and non-porous construction substrates.

**Main Uses**

For weathersealing of curtain walling, building facades and expansion joints. Also suitable for use as a frame sealant.

**Benefits:**
- Conforms to ISO 11600-25LM and also meets ISO specification 9047 class 50%
- Excellent adhesion to a variety of non-porous surfaces
- Excellent weathering characteristics, including resistance to ozone, UV radiation and temperature extremes
- Joint movement capability +/- 50%
- 20-30 minutes working time
- Fast cure – tack free in 2 hours
- NEW also available in translucent - 791T

Application Temperature Range -20 to +50°C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colours</th>
<th>Stone, White, Grey, Buff, Black, Bronze, Brown, Limestone, Anthrazite, Translucent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pack Size</td>
<td>310ml 'e' Cartridges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Dow Corning 7 Series Professional Silicone Sealants*
**Dow Corning® 796 PVCu, Wood & Aluminium Silicone Sealant**

Dow Corning 796 is a one component, low modulus silicone sealant specifically developed for use with PVCu.

**Main Uses**

Weathersealing between PVCu door and window frames and most common construction substrates.

**Benefits:**
- Conforms to ISO 11600-F&G-25LM
- Joint movement capability +/– 25%
- Neutral cure type
- 20-30 minutes working time
- Fast cure – tack free in 2 hours
- Nil slump

Application Temperature Range +5 to +40°C

**Colours**
- Brilliant White, Warm White, Grey, Black, Brown, Bronze, Mahogany, Golden Oak, Rosewood, Caramel

**Pack Size**
- 310ml ‘e’ Cartridges

---

**Dow Corning® 799 Glaze and Go Silicone Sealant**

Dow Corning 799 is a one part, clear neutral curing silicone sealant for use in glazing and curtain walling applications. It has excellent adhesion to both porous and non-porous substrates.

**Main Uses**

For use in glazing applications that utilise polycarbonate sheeting, and for perimeter pointing of door and window frames.

**Benefits:**
- Conforms to ISO 11600-F&G-25LM
- Excellent adhesion to polycarbonate
- Excellent weathering characteristics, including resistance to ozone, UV radiation and temperature extremes
- Neutral cure type
- 5 minutes working time
- Fast cure – tack free in 2 hours

Application Temperature Range +5 to +40°C

**Colours**
- Clear, White

**Pack Size**
- 310ml ‘e’ Cartridges

---

**Dow Corning® 798+ Bacteriostatic Cold & Clean Room Silicone Sealant**

Dow Corning 798+ is a one part, flexible, fast curing silicone rubber sealant specifically designed for the sealing of refrigeration units and areas where intermittent contact with food is likely.

Protects against bacteria growth, tested for MRSA, E. Coli, P Aeruginosa and Salmonella.

**Main Uses**

For sealing areas where contact with food is likely.

**Benefits:**
- Conforms to ISO 11600-F&G-25LM
- Safe for intermittent food contact
- Contains a fungicide – resistant to mildew and mould growth
- Joint movement capability +/– 50%

Application Temperature Range +5 to +40°C

**Colours**
- White

**Pack Size**
- 310ml ‘e’ Cartridges

---

**Dow Corning® 817 Mirror Adhesive**

Dow Corning 817 Mirror Adhesive is a one part silicone sealant which reacts with air moisture, to give excellent adhesion to most glasses, metals and mirror coatings.

**Main Uses**

Internal fixation of mirrors, coated glass or metal panels onto various substrates.

**Benefits:**
- One part, easy to apply
- Non-corrosive, odourless sealant
- Gives excellent unprimed adhesion on most surfaces
- Outstanding resistance to heat and humidity

Application Temperature Range +5 to +40°C
theWORKS Spray

theWORKS SPRAY is an all purpose spray that works in seconds.

**REMOVE.** Removes uncured sealants & adhesives, grease, oil, tar chewing gum and much more... Ideal for removing stickers and adhesive residue. Just spray on and remove

**CLEAN.** Ideal for cleaning all surfaces before using theWORKS or painting. Ideal for cleaning tools and equipment

**DEGREASE.** Ideal for degreasing all surfaces before using theWORKS or relubricating

**FINISH.** Ideal for finishing joints sealed with theWORKS to create a smooth joint.

**Benefits:**
- Very effective
- Fast acting
- Non aggressive and gentle unlike traditional solvent based cleaners
- Safe to use on a wide range of materials
- Leaves no residue

**Colours**
- White

**Pack Size**
- 290ml ‘e’ Cartridges

---

theWORKS XXX is the ultimate strength adhesive with an initial grab that gives an ultra fast bond on almost any material and is ideal for both interior and exterior use. theWORKS XXX gives 50% more grab than traditional grab adhesives and eliminates the need for additional fixings for most applications.

**Main Uses**
Suitable for use on wet surfaces, wood, metal, PVCu, Glass, Stone, Polystyrene, Concrete and many more.

**Benefits:**
- Eliminates the need for additional fixings for most applications
- Weatherproof bond
- Paintable
- Resists mould growth
- Will not crack or shrink, resistant to impact & vibration
- Non staining
- Excellent resistance to UV
- Non-hazardous
- For both interior & exterior use
- For a strong long lasting bond

**Colours**
- White,Black, Grey, Brown, Clear, Beige, Oak

**Pack Size**
- 500ml ‘e’ Can
Dow Corning®

**FIRESTOP 400 Intumescent Acrylic Sealant**

Dow Corning Firestop 400 is an intumescent acrylic sealant for internal applications, developed to maintain the integrity of fire walls or partitions. Dow Corning Firestop 400 does not emit halogenated by-products under fire conditions.

**Main Uses** For internal perimeter pointing around door and window frames, and in joints formed where fire rated partition sections meet.

**Benefits:**
- Tested to B.S.476 Part 22: 1987
- Up to a 4 hour fire rating can be achieved
- Neutral cure type
- Fast cure – tack free in 2 hours
- Resists mildew and mould growth
- 30-45 minutes tack free time

**Colour** White

**Pack Size** 380ml 'e' Cartridges

---

Dow Corning®

**FIRESTOP 700 Silicone Sealant**

Dow Corning Firestop 700 is unrivalled in its capabilities. It is a one part, neutral curing silicone sealant ideal for preventing the spread of smoke and flames through expansion joints, or penetration seals in curtain walling, building facades or partition walls.

**Main Uses** For sealing of expansion joints and pipe and cable penetrations in fire rated structures.

**Benefits:**
- Tested to B.S.476 Part 22:1987 in expansion joint configurations and pipe and cable penetrations
- Up to a 4 hour fire rating can be achieved
- Neutral cure type
- Fast cure – tack free in 2 hours

**Colours** White, Grey, Black

**Pack Size** 380ml ‘e’ Cartridges

---

Geocel®

**ACOUSTIC FR Acoustic Fire Rated Sealant**

Geocel Acoustic FR is a one part flexible acrylic waterbased acoustic, fire rated sealant tested to BSEN 140 Part 3, BSEN 20140 and BS 476: Part 20: 1987. It is specifically formulated to form an acoustic and fire rated intumescent barrier. Geocel Acoustic FR is solvent free, non flammable, and easy to use and clean up.

**Main Uses** For sealing gaps between plasterboard walls, floors and ceilings, dry linings, and kraft lined insulation boards to form an acoustic and fire rated intumescent barrier.

**Benefits:**
- Conforms to BSEN 140 Part 3, BSEN 20140 and BS 476 Part 20
- Up to 4 hour fire rating can be achieved
- Can be painted within one hour
- Good unprimed adhesion to most common construction substrates

**Pack Size** 380ml ‘e’ Cartridges

---

Geocel®

**JOINERS MATE® 5 Minute Rapid Wood Adhesive**

Geocel Joiners Mate 5, rapid wood adhesive is a clear one part moisture curing wood adhesive, which sets hard in 5 mins. It is a thixotropic gel with exceptionally high bond strength, resistant to most chemicals, and 100% seawater proof.

**Main Uses** Bonds wood, metal, concrete and various plastics. Ideal for all woodworking applications including construction of window and door frames, staircases, ladders, door manufacture, boat building and much more.

**Benefits:**
- Conforms to BSEN 204 Class D4
- Fast setting – reacts with moisture to set hard in just 5 minutes
- Can be worked shaped and painted
- Resistant to acid and chemicals
- Neutral cure type
- Fast cure – tack free in 2 hours
- For internal and external use

**Colour** Clear

**Pack Size** 310ml ‘e’ Cartridges

---

Geocel®

**JOINERS MATE® LIQUID 5 Minute Liquid Wood Adhesive**

Geocel Joiners Mate Liquid, 5 minute wood adhesive is a one part, rapid curing, water resistant polyurethane adhesive for joiners. It is a moisture curing liquid, which expands slightly to increase bite strength.

**Main Uses** Bonds wood, metal, concrete and various plastics. Ideal for all woodworking applications including construction of window and door frames, staircases, ladders, door manufacture, boat building and much more.

**Benefits:**
- Conforms to BSEN 204 Class D4
- For internal and external use
- Weather and seawater proof
- Resistant to acid and chemicals
- Can be worked shaped and painted
- Fast setting – initial grab strength in 5 to 10 minutes

**Colour** Light Brown

**Pack Sizes** 500ml and 1 litre ‘e’ Bottles

---

Geocel®

**JOINERS MATE® MITRE BOND Instant Bonding System**

Geocel Joiners Mate Mitre Bond is a two part professional instant bonding system comprising of an adhesive and aerosol activator. It is simple to use and bonds in 10 seconds.

**Main Uses** Bonds mdf, wood, rubber, metals and most plastics. It is ideal for use on all cornice and profile mitres, trims, picture frames, skirting and architrave joints, worktop end strips, PVCu trims and much more.

**Benefits:**
- Simple to use
- Bonds in 10 seconds

**Pack Size** 50g Adhesive and 200ml Activator
Geocel®

PAINTERS MATE® Flexible Acrylic Filler

Geocel Painters Mate is the established brand leader in the decorator’s filler market. This unrivalled formula offers many benefits and can be used internally and externally.

Main Uses

Ideal for use on door and window frames, skirting boards, ceilings, walls, architraves, and plasterboard.

Benefits:

- High flexibility – resists cracking
- Can be overpainted within one hour
- Can be used on hairline cracks
- Contains fungicide to prevent mould growth
- No sanding required
- Easy to use
- For internal and external use

PAINTERS MATE® LITE

Lite Ultra Fine Filler

Geocel Painters Mate Lite is an ultra fine filler of the latest technology. It is premixed and ready to use, applies in seconds and dries in minutes. It can be applied by either a trowel or filler knife, and can be used internally and externally, for over painting after only 5 minutes. It does not shrink, sag or need sanding, and cures to a tough super white finish with no sheen.

Main Uses

Ideal for filling hairline cracks, nail heads and small or large holes in walls, plasterboard, ceilings, architraves and skirting boards.

Benefits:

- Premixed and ready to use
- Applies in seconds, dries in minutes
- For internal and external use
- Can be over painted in 5 minutes
- Cures to a tough super white finish
- No sheen

TRADE MATE

Silicone Frame Sealant

Trade Mate Silicone Frame Seal is a rubber sealant for external sealing around door and window frames, ideal for most substrates including PVC-U, stained timber and micro-porous surfaces.

Main Uses

External perimeter pointing of door and window frames, especially stained/treated timber, PVC-U, and non-porous surface treatments such as painted substrates.

Benefits:

- No primer needed
- High movement capability
- Excellent adhesion to most common substrates including stained timber and PVC-U
- Long service life
- Maintenance free
- Weather Resistant
- Will not crack, shrink or craze

Hybrid Paintable Frame Sealant

Trade Mate Paintable Frame Seal is a hybrid sealant use for internal and external sealing and draft proofing of door and window frames, even in the wet. Trade Mate Paintable Frame Seal provides excellent unprimed adhesion to most common construction materials can be overpainted.

Main Uses

Ideal for internal and external sealing and draft proofing of door and window frames, even in the wet.

Benefits:

- High performance frame seal
- Superior adhesion even on wet surfaces
- Overpaintable
- Long service life
- Maintenance free
- Weather Resistant

Silicone Glazing Sealant

Trade Mate Silicone Glazing Sealant is a silicone rubber sealant for both internal and external glazing applications, including the bedding in of glass and sealing between glass and framework.

Main Uses

Ideal for sealing conservatories and roof lights, bedding in of glass, sealing between glass and framework, and sealing around polycarbonate sheeting.

Benefits:

- No primer needed
- High movement capability
- Excellent adhesion to glass and polycarbonate sheeting
- Long service life
- Maintenance free
- Weather Resistant

PAINTABLE FRAME SEAL

Hybrid Paintable Frame Seal

Paintable Frame Seal is a hybrid sealant use for internal and external sealing and draft proofing of door and window frames, even in the wet. Paintable Frame Seal provides excellent unprimed adhesion to most common construction materials can be overpainted.

Main Uses

Ideal for internal and external sealing and draft proofing of door and window frames, even in the wet.

Benefits:

- High performance frame seal
- Superior adhesion even on wet surfaces
- Overpaintable
- Long service life
- Maintenance free
- Weather Resistant

Colour    Brilliant White, Clear, Brown
Pack Size  310ml ‘e’ Cartridges
**Geocel® TRADE MATE**

**Sanitary Sealant**

Trade Mate Silicone Sanitary Sealant is ideal for sealing around sanitary units and non-porous surfaces and is ready to use in 1 hour. It provides excellent unprimed adhesion to a variety of substrates including ceramics, painted wood and vitreous enamel.

**Main Uses:**

Sealing around all types of sanitaryware including baths, basins, showers, toilets and glazed tile surrounds.

**Benefits:**

- Contains fungicide
- High movement capability
- Will not crack, shrink or discolor
- Long service life
- Weather Resistant
- Ready to use in 1 hour

**Geocel® TRADE MATE**

**Plumba Flue**

Trade Mate Silicone Plumba Flue is a one component, high temperature acetoxy silicone sealant suitable for use on non-porous surfaces and ideal for sealing gas flues. Once cured, Trade Mate Plumba Flue is able to withstand temperatures of up to 300°C for short term exposure and 250°C for long term exposure.

**Main Uses:**

For sealing gas flues and chimneys

**Benefits:**

- Withstands short term temperatures up to 300°C
- Withstands long term temperatures up to 250°C

**Geocel® TRADE MATE**

**Plumba Putty**

Trade Mate Plumba Putty is a ready mixed and ready to use permanently flexible, non-setting joint sealant formulated for general use. It provides excellent adhesion to most common substrates including metal, PVC, ceramics, acrylic and vitreous enamel.

**Main Uses**

Sealing spigot and socket joints, use on guttering and downpipes, bedding in of sinks and vanity units, bedding waste grills in sinks and basins, providing a seepage seal in non-pressurised situations and many other uses around the home, boat or caravan.

**Benefits:**

- Waterproof
- Long lasting seal
- Permanent flexibility

**Geocel® TRADE MATE**

**Plumba Grease**

Trade Mate Plumba Grease is a low odour, clear silicone grease that is ideal for lubricating rubber and plastic o-rings, gaskets and seals, control and pressure plug valves, water softener and faucet valves. It is also suitable for vacuum and pressure systems.

**Main Uses**

For lubricating gaskets and seals. Suitable for rubber and plastic o-rings, control and pressure plug valves, water softener and faucet valves suitable for vacuum and pressure systems.
### Geocel® TRADE MATE

#### All Weather Seal®
**All Weather Sealant**

Trade Mate All Weather Seal is a single component, high performance elastomeric all weather sealant that adheres to most wet and damp surfaces making it ideal for emergency repairs and remedial sealing. Geocel All Weather Seal is mildew resistant, and has a high movement capability.

**Main Uses**
Ideal for sealing treated and untreated timber, brick, concrete, plastic, most metals, stone, glass and asphaltic materials in both wet or dry conditions.

**Benefits:**
- Adheres to wet surfaces
- Mildew resistant
- Stays flexible – will not crack
- No dirt pick up
- Exceptional adhesion to vinyl
- Superior ultraviolet resistance
- May be painted after 24 hours
- Can be applied at any temperature
- Resealable
- Easy to apply and clean up
- Long life expectancy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colours</th>
<th>White, Clear</th>
<th>Pack Size</th>
<th>310ml ‘e’ Cartridges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### Silicone Lead & Gutter
**Trade Mate Silicone Lead & Gutter Sealant**

Trade Mate Lead & Gutter Sealant is a silicone rubber sealant for the installation and maintenance of gutter systems and downpipes, and for pointing joints between lead flashing and brickwork, masonry and stonework.

**Main Uses:**
For the installation and repair of most types of guttering systems, sealing around joints in downpipes, etc. Also suitable for pointing between lead flashing and brickwork, masonry and stonework.

**Benefits:**
- No primer needed
- High movement capability
- Will not crack or shrink
- Remains permanently flexible
- Excellent adhesion to most common guttering systems including plastics, metals, painted surfaces and PVCu
- Weather resistant
- Long service life
- Maintenance free

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colours</th>
<th>Lead-Grey, Black</th>
<th>Pack Size</th>
<th>310ml ‘e’ Cartridges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### Geocel® TRADE MATE

#### Roofer’s Seal®
**Wet or Dry Surface Sealant**

Trade Mate Roofer’s Seal is a single component, high performance elastomeric sealant for most roofing applications and repairs. It will adhere to various roofing substrates including lead, bitumen and galvanized steel.

Roofer’s Seal, wet or dry surface sealant is mildew resistant, and has a high movement capability.

**Main Uses**
Ideal for most roofing applications and repairs, it adheres to various roofing substrates in both wet and dry conditions. It is ideal for sealing around gutters, downpipes, lead flashing and corrugated roofing.

**Benefits:**
- Use on wet or dry surfaces
- Mildew resistant
- May be painted after 24 hours
- Versatile, ideal with a wide range of substrates including lead, bitumen & galvanized steel.
- High movement capability
- Long life expectancy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colours</th>
<th>Black, Lead Grey</th>
<th>Pack Size</th>
<th>310ml ‘e’ Cartridges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### Geocel® TRADE MATE

#### Mirror Fix
**Trade Mate Mirror Fix Adhesive**

Trade Mate Mirror Fix Adhesive is a high performance silicone adhesive for fixing mirrors, coated glass and metal panels, which has been developed exclusively for the professional tradesman.

**Main Uses:**
For the internal fixing of mirrors, coated glass and metal panels onto various substrates. Please note the mirror needs to be taped or supported for a minimum of 24 hours, until the adhesive has hardened completely.

**Benefits:**
- Easy to apply
- Non-corrosive, odourless sealant
- Gives excellent unprimed adhesion on most surfaces
- Outstanding resistance to heat and humidity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>Brilliant White</th>
<th>Pack Size</th>
<th>310ml ‘e’ Cartridges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Pack Size</th>
<th>310ml ‘e’ Cartridges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Geocel® TRADE MATE

Acoustic FR

Trade Mate ACOUSTIC FR is a one part flexible acrylic waterbased acoustic, fire rated sealant tested to BSEN 140 Part 3, BSEN 20140 and BS 476: Part 20: 1987. It is specifically formulated to form an acoustic and fire rated intumescent barrier. It adheres to all construction substrates and can be painted within one hour, dependant on temperature and humidity. Trade Mate ACOUSTIC FR is solvent free, non flammable, and easy to use and clean up.

Main Uses
For sealing gaps between plasterboard walls, floors and ceilings, dry linings, and kraft lined insulation boards to form an acoustic and fire rated intumescent barrier.

Benefits:
- Conforms to BSEN 140 Part 3, BSEN 20140 and BS 476 Part 20
- Up to 4 hour fire rating can be achieved
- Can be painted within one hour
- Good unprimed adhesion to most common construction substrates

Colour White
Pack Size 310ml ‘e’ Cartridges

Geocel® TRADE MATE

Fire Block Seal High Temperature Sealant

Trade Mate Fire Block Seal, is a ready mixed and ready to use new generation fire cement that will withstand temperatures up to 1500°C.

Main Uses
For permanent repair and sealing of joints, cracks and fissures in firebricks, fireplaces, solid fuel ovens, ranges, boilers, internal flue pipes, central heating systems and other surfaces where heat resistance is required.

Benefits:
- Good adhesion to metal, brick and concrete
- One component product
- Heat resistant to 1500°C
- Can be over painted
- No primers required
- Easy to use
- Multi purpose

Colours Black, Buff
Pack Size 310ml ‘e’ Cartridges

Geocel® TRADE MATE

Fire Cement

Trade Mate FIRE CEMENT is a ready mixed, ready-to-use, finely ground putty substance which dries rock hard when exposed to heat. It is ideal for patching and repairs to firebricks, fireplaces, solid fuel ovens, ranges and boilers.

Benefits:
- Tested to 1250°C
- Ready mixed and ready to use

Colour Buff
Pack Size 1Kg, 2Kg, 5Kg ‘e’ tubs

INSTA-STIK™ MP
New FAST CURE Multi-purpose adhesive

INSTA-STIK MP (MultiPurpose) adhesive is gun or straw applied, fast curing and low expansion. Quick, easy and clean to use, INSTA-STIK MP adhesive is ideal for fixing plasterboard, insulation board and most common building substrates. The amount of gun applied adhesive can be regulated through the trigger and screw at the back of the applying gun, and can be applied directly to the substrate. INSTA STIK Hand Held foam extrusion can be controlled accurately by varying the pressure.

Main Uses
For fixing plasterboard, insulation board and many more building substrates.

Benefits:
- Quick & easy to use
- Lower overall job costs
- Increases insulation value
- Less sensitive to temperature
  - Too warm – Mortar dries too quickly and cracks
  - Too cold – Mortar takes too long to cure
- Will adhere to most common building materials
  - Extruded and expanded polystyrene, plaster and plaster boards, polyurethane and polyisocyanurate, metal, wood, concrete, bricks, stone, bituminous substrates, mineral wool, cork
- Increases insulation value
- Lower overall job costs
- Quick & easy to use

Instant Advantages:
- B2 Fire Rated
- NO heavy bags of dry wall adhesive
- Easy to handle and transport
  1 can will go further than a 25kg bag
  1 can will fix approximately 5 (1.2m x 2.4m) plasterboards (15m²)
- NO preparation time, can ready for immediate use
  = 30-35% time saving = cost saving
- NO additional tools required
- NO water or mixing required
- NO waste or mess, INSTA-STIK MP can be reused until empty
- NO need to wait, you can plaster 1 hour after application

SEE THE INSTA-STIK MP VIDEO AT:
www.geocel.co.uk

and click on the INSTA-STIK icon to view...
or scan QR code.

Pack Size 750ml ‘e’ Can Straw Applied, 750ml ‘e’ Can Gun Applied

Dow INSTA-STIK MP

As simple as
1 Shake
2 Click
3 Start

Shake the INSTA-STIK MP adhesive can vigorously for about 30 seconds.

Turn the INSTA-STIK MP adhesive can upside down and screw it onto the valve of the PU spray gun.

To operate the INSTA-STIK MP Hand Held adhesive, screw the applicator nozzle fully onto the valve.

Spray beads of INSTA-STIK MP adhesive onto the substrate. Fix the substrate within 4 minutes of application and press firmly.
Geocel®
QUICKGRIP™ SUPERGRAB
Solvent Free Multipurpose Gap Filling Adhesive

Geocel Quickgrip Supergrab is a solvent free multipurpose gap filling adhesive which is suitable for bonding most porous and non-porous surfaces, including many plastics, wood, concrete, brick, plasterboard and carpet.

Main Uses
Ideal for fixing plasterboard or timber panels, dado rails, door surrounds, worktops, ceramics, skirting boards, general DIY and repairs.

Benefits:
- Instant grab
- Forms a high strength bond
- Fast cure
- Easy to gun
- Can be used in confined spaces
- Can be used on polystyrene
- Suitable for external use
- Overpaintable

Colour  White  Pack Size  380ml 'e' Cartridges

Pack Sizes  500ml, 1 litre, 2.5 litre, 5 litre 'e' Jerry cans

Geocel®
QUICKGRIP™ Multipurpose Gap Filling Adhesive

Geocel QuickGrip is a multi-purpose gap filling adhesive which is suitable for bonding most porous and non-porous surfaces. It has instant grab and cures to form a high strength bond.

Main Uses
Ideal for fixing plasterboard or timber panels, skirting boards, carpet gripper strips, dado rails, general DIY and repairs.

Benefits:
- Instant grab
- Multi-purpose gap filling qualities
- Excellent adhesion to most porous and non-porous substrates
- Cures to form a high strength bond
- Coverage rate of 12 metres of 6mm diameter bead

Colour  Buff  Pack Size  380ml 'e' Cartridges

PVCu Trim & Gasket Wonderglue Adhesive

Geocel PVCu Trim & Gasket Wonderglue is a cyanoacrylate developed to meet the needs of the PVCu fabricator. It has fast cure and excellent adhesion to PVCu and most rubber gaskets.

Main Uses
Ideal for use with PVCu and most rubber gaskets.

Benefits:
- Resealable caps for minimum wastage
- Easy to use, one component material
- Purpose designed applicator bottle

PVCu Trim & Gasket Wonderglue Activator

Geocel PVCu Trim & Gasket Wonderglue Activator is used in conjunction with the Wonderglue and provides a fast cure, no mess bond in seconds.

Benefits:
- Non yellowing - specifically designed for use on PVCu

Pack Size  20g and 50g 'e' Bottles (Wonderglue)
200ml Can (Activator)
Geocel®
ECOCHEM
BRICK AND MORTAR CLEANER

Geocel Ecochem Brick and Mortar Cleaner, cleans and protects bricks with non hazardous formulations that are safe to use and store. Geocel Ecochem Brick and Mortar Cleaner refreshes brickwork removing discoloration and grime.

**Main Uses**
For removing salt bleedings, efflorescence, limescale, ingrained dirt, mortar and cement residue. For use on brickwork, facades, tile floors and walls, concrete and many metals. Ideal for removing oil, grease, rust and nicotine spots from concrete floors.

**Benefits:**
- Fast acting and powerful
- Contains no hydrochloric acid or other harmful solvents
- Safe to use and store
- Will not damage galvanised aluminium or stainless steel surfaces
- Super concentrated
- Will not discolour brickwork and mortar
- Will effectively clean bricklaying tools, cement mixes etc

**Pack Size**
- 1 litre Pack: Dilutes to make maximum of 10 Litres
- 5 litre Pack: Dilutes to make maximum of 50 Litres

---

Geocel®
ECOCHEM
SOLVENT FREE WATER SEAL

Geocel Ecochem Solvent Free Water Seal not only waterproofs, but protects brickwork against rain, damp and frost damage. It lasts, is easy to apply and prevents water penetration while allowing trapped moisture to escape.

**Main Uses**
For protecting brickwork, pointing, concrete, stonework and grouting.

**Benefits:**
- Fast acting and powerful
- Contains no hydrochloric acid or other harmful solvents
- Outperforms solvent based products
- Penetrates deep into the substrates
- Easy to apply by spray or brush

---

Geocel®
ECOCHEM
MULTI SURFACE ALGAE AND MOSS REMOVER

Geocel Ecochem Algae and Moss Remover is powerful, fast acting and easy to use. Surfaces are protected for up to 6 months, it is totally biodegradable and environmentally friendly.

**Main Uses**
For removing algae and moss growth. For use on surfaces such as, paving, walls, roofs, gravestones, plastic, PVCu and polycarbonate etc.

**Benefits:**
- Fast acting and powerful
- Will kill moss and algae within 24 to 48 hours
- Contains no hydrochloric acid or other harmful solvents
- Protects against algae and moss growth for up to 6 months
- Safe to use and store
- Easy to use – NO scrubbing or brushing required
- Will not discolor treated surfaces
- For exterior and interior use
- Approved under the control of pesticides regulation 1986 for use as directed. HSE 8630.

**Pack Size**
- 1 litre Pack: Dilutes to make maximum of 20 Litres
- 5 litre Pack: Dilutes to make maximum of 100 Litres
## Geocel® ecoSEAL Range

### Geocel® ecoSEAL PAINTERS MATE
**Flexible Acrylic Filler**

Highly flexible acrylic sealant for use on internal and external surfaces including skirting boards, door and window frames, floorboards, ceilings, walls and plasterboard. Resists cracking, no sanding is required and can be overpainted approximately 1 hour after application.

**Benefits:**
- High performance acrylic
- For internal & external use
- Can be overpainted in an hour
- No sanding required

**Colour**: White
**Pack Size**: 300ml Sausages

### Geocel® ecoSEAL BATH AND KITCHEN
**Sanitary Silicone Sealant**

Acetoxy silicone sealant that is resistant to mildew and mould growth. Ideal for sealing sanitary ware and non-porous surfaces.

**Benefits:**
- High performance silicone
- Conforms to ISO 11600-F-20HM
- Resistant to mould & mildew growth

**Colour**: White, Clear
**Pack Size**: 300ml Sausages

### Geocel® ecoSEAL WINDOW, GLASS & FRAME
**Silicone Sealant**

Silicone sealant for external sealing around door and window frames and the bedding in of glass and sealing between glass and framework. Excellent adhesion to most common substrates in PVCu, wood, aluminium, glass and polycarbonate.

**Benefits:**
- High performance silicone
- Conforms to ISO 11600-F&G-25LM
- Excellent adhesion to PVCu, glass, polycarbonate and wood

**Colour**: White, Brown, Clear
**Pack Size**: 300ml Sausages
**AIRBLOCK Low Expansion Flexible Foam Seal**

AIRBLOCK is a flexible foam that creates a highly effective airtight barrier to help air seal buildings. It fills voids and seals joints providing a huge improvement to energy efficiency. The unique AIRBLOCK formula gives low expansion during application - minimising chances of distortion around frames and joints but with a flexibility that retains the airtight seal during natural expansion or contraction of the building materials.

**Main Uses**

Ideal for window and door frames, and construction joints. It adheres to most common building materials including wood, concrete, brickwork, plaster, stone, plastic and metal surfaces.

**Benefits:**

- One component, moisture curing, polyurethane foam that forms an airtight and water resistant flexible seal.
- Fills voids and seals to improve energy efficiency.
- Air Permeability Tested to EN12114
- Acoustic Rated - 60dB to EN ISO717-1
- Fire Rated to DIN4102-1
- Driving Rain Tested to EN1027

**Pack Sizes** 750ml ‘e’ Cans

---

**Dow GREAT STUFF PRO**

**ACOUSTIC FIRE RATED STRAW FOAM**

One Part Polyurethane Foam

Dow Great Stuff Pro Acoustic Fire Rated Straw Foam is a high performance, polyurethane foam that seals, fills, bonds and insulates most construction materials. It cures to form a tough, resilient and long lasting semi-rigid cellular structure that can be cut, sawn, sanded, painted or plastered over after application.

**Main Uses**

Acoustic and Fire resistance: filling and insulating of gaps between concrete and blockwork parts. Filling of gaps around windows and any kind of small gaps in walls and other cavities.

**Benefits:**

- Acoustic Rated according to W= db59 foam sound reduction index
- Provides up to 5 hour Fire Rating according to BS476 part 20:1987
- Pink Colour for easy identification
- Ready to use, high performance, one component material
- Excellent adhesion to most construction materials
- Fast curing
- Self moulding to surface irregularities
- Gives effective insulation against damp and draught and is completely water resistant

**Pack Sizes** 500ml ‘e’ Cans and 750ml ‘e’ Cans

---

**Dow GREAT STUFF PRO**

**FIRE RATED GUN FOAM**

One Part Polyurethane Foam

Dow Great Stuff Pro Fire Rated Gun Foam is a high performance, polyurethane foam that seals, fills and bonds and insulates most construction materials, and provides up to 5 hour fire rating according to BS 476 part 20:1987. It cures to form a tough, resilient and long lasting semi-rigid cellular structure that can be cut, sawn, sanded, painted or plastered over after application.

**Main Uses**

Fire resistance: filling and insulating of gaps between concrete and blockwork parts. Filling of gaps around windows and any kind of small gaps in walls and other cavities.

**Benefits:**

- Provides up to 5 hour Fire Rating according to BS476 part 20:1987
- Pink Colour for easy identification
- Ready to use, high performance, one component material
- Fast curing
- Self moulding to surface irregularities
- Gives effective insulation against damp and draught and is completely water resistant
- Excellent adhesion to most construction materials

**Colour** Pink

**Pack Sizes** 750ml ‘e’ Cans for use with the purpose designed applicator gun

---

**Dow GREAT STUFF PRO**

**ALL DIRECTION STRAW FOAM**

One Part Polyurethane Foam

Dow Great Stuff Pro All Direction is a high performance, polyurethane foam that seals, fills, bonds and insulates most construction materials. Its flexible applicator nozzle allows application throughout 360°. It cures to form a tough, resilient and long lasting semi-rigid cellular structure that can be cut, sawn, sanded, painted or plastered over after application.

**Main Uses**

Ideal as an aid to mechanical fixing, and insulating of door and window frames, making good brickwork and mortar where pipes have been fed through, and general filling of cavities.

**Benefits:**

- Ready to use, high performance, one component material
- Excellent adhesion to most construction materials
- Can be used internally and externally
- Fast curing
- Self moulding to surface irregularities
- Gives effective insulation against damp and draught and is completely water resistant
- Flexible applicator nozzle allowing application throughout 360°

**Pack Sizes** 500ml ‘e’ Cans
Dow Great Stuff Pro Polyurethane Foams

**Dow GREAT STUFF PRO**

**GUN FOAM FIXER**
Gun Applied Polyurethane Foam

Dow Great Stuff Pro Gun Foam Fixer is an easy to use, fast cure, low expansion polyurethane foam, ideal for fixing window and door frames. Great Stuff Pro Window and Door Fixer provides a lasting bond in the most demanding applications. A finer cell structure gives improved insulation and a much cleaner cut. Very precise gun application gives greater control and improved accuracy.

**Main Uses**
Suitable for use as an aid to mechanical fixing and gap filling around door and window frames.

**Benefits:**
- Low expansion, fast cure
- Lasting bond, excellent cell structure
- Gun application – improves accuracy with finer bead, less waste and multi session usage
- Ready to use, fast curing, high performance, one component material
- Self moulding to surface irregularities
- For internal and external applications
- Effective damp and draught insulation
- Water resistant

**Pack Size** 750ml ‘e’ Can for use with the purpose designed applicator gun

---

**Dow GREAT STUFF PRO**

**ALL DIRECTION STRAW FOAM**
Minimal Expanding Polyurethane Foam Filler

Dow Great Stuff Gaps & Cracks All Direction Minimal is a minimal expanding polyurethane foam that fills, seals, bonds and insulates most construction materials.

**Main Uses** Ideal for filling gaps and cracks inside and outside the home.

**Benefits:**
- Minimal expanding – more control and less waste
- 360°C Application – works any way up
- For internal and external applications

**Pack Sizes** Unique 150ml Small Cans and 300ml Cans

---

**Dow GREAT STUFF PRO**

**GUN FOAM FIXER KIT**
Window & Door Gun Applied Polyurethane Foam

Dow Great Stuff Pro Gun Foam Fixer Window & Door is an easy to use, fast cure, low expansion polyurethane foam, ideal for fixing window and door frames. Great Stuff Pro Window and Door Fixer provides a lasting bond in the most demanding applications. A finer cell structure gives improved insulation and a much cleaner cut. Very precise gun application gives greater control and improved accuracy.

**Main Uses** Suitable for use as an aid to mechanical fixing and gap filling around door and window frames.

**Benefits:**
- Low expansion, fast cure
- Lasting bond, excellent cell structure
- Gun application – improves accuracy with finer bead, less waste and multi session usage
- Ready to use, high performance, one component material
- Self moulding to surface irregularities
- Water resistant
- Effective damp and draught insulation
- For internal and external applications
- Water resistant

**Pack Size** Kit Contains: - 5 x 750ml Cans
1 x Great Stuff PRO Gun, 1 x Great Stuff PRO Gun Cleaner

See pages 37-39 for our range of professional applicator guns

---

**Geocel®**

**POLYURETHANE GUN CLEANER**

**Main Uses** Cleaner for professional guns, dissolves and removes uncured polyurethane foam.

**Benefits:**
- Easy care and gun clean up

**Pack Size** 500ml ‘e’ Cans
Top Gun®

TOP GUN NAILPOWER

TOPGUN Nailpower is an instant grab, solvent free, gap filling adhesive.

**Main Uses:**
Suitable for bonding most porous and non-porous surfaces including: plastic, wood, concrete, brick, polystyrene, plasterboard, GRP, carpet and metals.

**Benefits:**
- Replaces Screws & Nails
- Instant grab gap filling adhesive
- Solvent Free
- Bonds Wood, Plastic, Brick, Metal, Glass, Ceramics & Plaste

**Top Gun**

TOP GUN PANEL & COVING ADHESIVE

TOP GUN Panel & Coving Adhesive has excellent adhesion to most types of wood, plaster, polystyrene and painted surfaces. It is solvent free, safe and easy to use.

**Main Uses:**
Ideal for fixing and bonding all types of wallboards, panels, skirting boards, architraves, coving and decorative mouldings.

**Benefits:**
- Solvent Free Acrylic
- Safe and Easy to apply
- Excellent Adhesion

**Top Gun**

TOP GUN FRAME SEALANT

TOP GUN Frame Sealant forms a flexible seal which has excellent adhesion to painted and treated wood, plaster, brick, aluminium, etc. The sealant requires no sanding down and can be overpainted 4 hours after application. It resists mould growth and is safe and easy to apply.

**Main Uses:**
Ideal for sealing around door and window frames internally and externally.

**Benefits:**
- Interior or exterior
- Paintable
- Flexible
- Excellent Weather Resistance

**Top Gun**

TOP GUN FLEXIBLE DECORATING FILLER

TOP GUN Flexible Decorating Filler is it forms a flexible seal which resists cracking. Surface requires no sanding down and can be overpainted after one hour. TOP GUN Flexible Decorating Filler is easy to apply and has an excellent finished appearance.

**Main Uses:**
Ideal for filling gaps and cracks prior to decorating. For use on skirting boards, architraves, ceilings, plasterboard, etc.

**Benefits:**
- Flexible
- Paintable after 1 hour
- For interior use
- Smooth finish
- Excellent Weather resistance

**Top Gun**

TOP GUN ROOF & GUTTER SEALANT

TOP GUN Roof & Gutter Sealant gives a long lasting seal, resists fungal growth and is safe and easy to use.

**Main Uses:**
Ideal for repairing and maintaining roofs and gutters, including downpipes, sheet roofing materials e.g. corrugated iron, flashings, lap joints, copings, valley gutters, etc.

**Benefits:**
- Excellent Weather resistance
- Flexible
- Safe & Easy to use
**TOP GUN ALL PURPOSE SILICONE SEALANT**

TOP GUN All Purpose Silicone Sealant has excellent adhesion, giving a watertight seal and remains permanently flexible. TOP GUN All Purpose Silicone Sealant is safe and easy to apply, prevents mould growth and gives an excellent finish.

**Main Uses:** Ideal for a variety of sealing jobs inside and outside the house.

**Benefits:**
- Waterproof and Durable
- Mould Resistant
- For Interior & Exterior use

**Top Gun ®**

**TOP GUN SHOWER & BATH SEALANT**

TOP GUN Shower & Bath Sealant has excellent adhesion, giving a waterproof seal and remains permanently flexible. TOP GUN Shower & Bath Sealant is safe and easy to apply, resists mould growth and gives an excellent finish.

**Main Uses:** Ideal for sealing around baths, basins, showers, etc.

**Benefits:**
- Mould Resistant
- Waterproof
- Easy to Apply & Smooth

**Top Gun ®**

**SILICONE BATH & KITCHEN SEAL**

Silicone Bath & Kitchen Seal is a one component flexible silicone sealant, product that gives excellent adhesion to most non-porous surfaces.

**Main Uses:** Specifically designed for the sealing of sanitary fittings and kitchen units

**Benefits:**
- Contains a fungicide to resist mould growth
- Gives a water resistant seal
- Flexible – will withstand significant movement

**Top Gun ®**

**AQUARIA Silicone Sealant**

Geocel Aquaria is a one part silicone sealant.

**Main Uses**
Ideal for building small domestic glass aquaria, repairing cracks and sealing connections inside or outside the tank.

**Benefits:**
- One component, easy to apply and tool
- Excellent adhesion to glass
- High modulus
- Safe for fish when fully cured
- Cures to form a permanently flexible watertight seal

**Colours**
- White, Clear, Brown, Black

**Pack Size**
- C3 Cartridges

**Top Gun ®**

**MARINE Silicone Rubber Sealant**

Geocel Marine is a silicone rubber sealant that fills and caulks gaps, joints and cracks around the boat.

**Main Uses**
It is suitable for sealing joints where pipes or trunking for machinery pass through decks or bulkheads, and for sealing around hatches, port holes and windows, where a watertight flexible seal is required.

**Benefits:**
- Adheres to glass fibre, metal, glass, painted/varnished wood, & most plastics
- It can also be used for bedding-in deck and hull fittings, or for making gaskets in situ for water pumps, exhaust systems, etc
- Unaffected by immersion in salt or fresh water

**Colour**
- Clear

**Pack Sizes**
- 310ml ‘e’ Cartridges, 78gm Injector Packs and 25gm ‘e’ Tubes

**Top Gun ®**

**SILICONE RUBBER SEALANT Instant Gasket**

Geocel Auto is a one part silicone rubber sealant that is ideal for a wide variety of applications. It cures to form a tough, waterproof and flexible rubber compound, which will not shrink, crack or discolor.

**Main Uses**
Making permanent replacement gaskets, sealing lamps, water hoses, windows & windscreens, waterproofing joints and junctions, creating damping and anti vibration seals. General purpose sealing and bonding

**Benefits:**
- Fast Cure, Non Slump
- 100% Silicone
- Ideal for forming “Cast in place” gaskets
- Gloss Finish
- Cures to form flexible seal
- Solvent Free

**Colours**
- Clear, Black, White

**Pack Sizes**
- 310ml ‘e’ Cartridges, 78gm Injector Packs
**Geocel® Silicone Sealant Remover**

A gel for removing unwanted cured silicone sealant. It is therefore, ideal for the refurbishment of sanitaryware, door or window frames, worktops etc. It is also suitable for removing cured silicone where product has been misapplied.

**Main Uses**
- Removing unwanted cured silicone sealant.

**Benefits:**
- Ideal for refurbishment work or removing areas of misapplied silicone sealant
- Easy to use

---

**Geocel® GLASS CLEANER**

Geocel Glass Cleaner is a non smearing fast glass cleaner which brings a shine to any glass surface including mirrors.

**Main Uses**
- Ideal for cleaning any glass surface including mirrors.

**Benefits:**
- Non-smearing
- Brings a shine to any glass surface
- Purpose designed packaging

---

**Geocel® 201 One Part Polymer Sealant**

NEW IMPROVED FORMULATION Geocel 201 is a one part, ready to use, flexible polymer sealant for expansion joints in building and construction.

**Main Uses**
- For external perimeter pointing of door and window frames, and expansion joints.

**Benefits:**
- Improved shelf life
- Quicker tack free & cure time than polysulphide
- Improved primerless adhesion
- Easier gunning & tooling
- Conforms to ISO 11600 F 20HM
- Overpaintable
- Improved UV resistance

---

**Geocel® 580 One Part Oil Based Mastic**

Geocel 580 is a one part, oil based mastic that can be used in a wide range of external applications where anticipated joint movement is low.

**Main Uses**
- For new or remedial applications, including pointing of painted and seasoned timber door and window frames.

**Benefits:**
- Ready to use, one component mastic
- Excellent adhesion to most materials
- Completely water resistant

---

**Geocel® DuctSeal DUCT SEAL Emulsion Acrylic**

Geocel Duct Seal is a high performance emulsion acrylic sealant. It has been specifically designed for sealing all types of joints in internal duct work systems.

**Main Uses**
- Sealing joints in duct work.

**Benefits:**
- Conforms to HVCA specification DW144
- Water based formulation – safe to use

---

**Geocel® PVCu Trim & Gasket Wonderglue Adhesive and Activator**

Geocel PVCu Trim & Gasket Wonderglue is a cyanoacrylate developed to meet the needs of the PVCu fabricator. It has fast cure and excellent adhesion to PVCu and most rubber gaskets. When used in conjunction with the Activator it provides a fast cure, no mess bond in seconds.

**Main Uses**
- Ideal for use with PVCu and most rubber gaskets.

**Benefits:**
- Resealable caps for minimum wastage
- Easy to use, one component material
- Purpose designed applicator bottle
- Non yellowing - specifically designed for use on PVCu

---

**Geocel® DuctSeal GLASS CLEANER**

Geocel Glass Cleaner is a non smearing fast glass cleaner which brings a shine to any glass surface including mirrors.

**Main Uses**
- Ideal for cleaning any glass surface including mirrors.

**Benefits:**
- Non-smearing
- Brings a shine to any glass surface
- Purpose designed packaging

---
Cox Easiflow LD
8 1/2” Skeleton Gun
Specifically designed for use by the professional or home improvement enthusiast
- For 310ml standard cartridges
- 7:1 trigger ratio
- Welded steel construction

Cox Easiflow HD
10” Skeleton Gun
Specifically designed for use by the professional or home improvement enthusiast
- For 310ml and 400ml cartridges
- 7:1 trigger ratio
- For top quality performance and long life

Cox Powerflow CARTRIDGE
Heavy Duty Cartridge Gun
Specifically designed to withstand the rigours of everyday use.
- For 310ml, 400ml cartridges and 150ml co-axial cartridges
- High thrust trigger action
- For top quality performance and long life

Cox Powerflow COMBI
Manual Sausage Gun
Specifically designed to withstand the rigours of everyday use.
- Sizes Available – 310ml, 400ml and 600ml
- For top quality performance and long life

Geocel PVCU CLEANER
Geocel PVCU Cleaner is an economical detergent cream cleaner. It has been specially formulated to remove marks without scratching the PVCU extrusion.
Main Uses
Ideal for removing felt pen marker, lead and chinograph pencil marks without scratching the PVCU extrusion.
Benefits:
- Economical detergent cream cleaner
- Removes marks without scratching
- Enhances surface luster when buffed

Geocel PVCU SOLVENT CLEANER
Geocel PVCU Solvent Cleaner is a ready to use, heavy duty cleaner for PVCU profile.
Main Uses
Specifically formulated to quickly remove ingrained dirt and marks from PVCU and most plastics both internally and externally.
Benefits:
- Fast acting
- Ready to use

Geocel PVCU SOLVENT CLEANER
Pack Size  500ml ‘e’ Bottles

Geocel PVCU CLEANER
Pack Size  1 litre ‘e’ Bottles

Geocel UNIVERSAL CLEANING WIPES
Geocel Universal Wipes are ideal for wiping away excess uncured silicone and other sealants as well as dirt, oil and grease.
Main Uses
Ideal for wiping away silicone, other sealants, dirt, oil and grease. Cleaning hands, PVCu, plastic, glass, metal, tools and much more.
Benefits:
- Solvent free technology
- Impregnated wipe with unique cleaning solution
- One wipe will do the job of numerous sheets of paper towel
- Superseded solvented hand cleaners/wipes

Geocel PVCU CLEANER
Pack Size  150 Wipes per Tub

Geocel PVCU CLEANER
Geocel PVCU Cleaner is an economical detergent cream cleaner. It has been specially formulated to remove marks without scratching the PVCU extrusion.
Main Uses
Ideal for removing felt pen marker, lead and chinograph pencil marks without scratching the PVCU extrusion.
Benefits:
- Economical detergent cream cleaner
- Removes marks without scratching
- Enhances surface luster when buffed

Geocel PVCU SOLVENT CLEANER
Pack Size  500ml ‘e’ Bottles

Geocel PVCU CLEANER
Pack Size  1 litre ‘e’ Bottles

Geocel UNIVERSAL CLEANING WIPES
Geocel Universal Wipes are ideal for wiping away excess uncured silicone and other sealants as well as dirt, oil and grease.
Main Uses
Ideal for wiping away silicone, other sealants, dirt, oil and grease. Cleaning hands, PVCu, plastic, glass, metal, tools and much more.
Benefits:
- Solvent free technology
- Impregnated wipe with unique cleaning solution
- One wipe will do the job of numerous sheets of paper towel
- Superseded solvented hand cleaners/wipes

Geocel PVCU CLEANER
Pack Size  150 Wipes per Tub

Geocel PVCU CLEANER
Geocel PVCU Cleaner is an economical detergent cream cleaner. It has been specially formulated to remove marks without scratching the PVCU extrusion.
Main Uses
Ideal for removing felt pen marker, lead and chinograph pencil marks without scratching the PVCU extrusion.
Benefits:
- Economical detergent cream cleaner
- Removes marks without scratching
- Enhances surface luster when buffed

Geocel PVCU CLEANER
Pack Size  150 Wipes per Tub

Geocel PVCU CLEANER
Geocel PVCU Cleaner is an economical detergent cream cleaner. It has been specially formulated to remove marks without scratching the PVCU extrusion.
Main Uses
Ideal for removing felt pen marker, lead and chinograph pencil marks without scratching the PVCU extrusion.
Benefits:
- Economical detergent cream cleaner
- Removes marks without scratching
- Enhances surface luster when buffed

Geocel PVCU CLEANER
Pack Size  150 Wipes per Tub

Geocel PVCU CLEANER
Geocel PVCU Cleaner is an economical detergent cream cleaner. It has been specially formulated to remove marks without scratching the PVCU extrusion.
Main Uses
Ideal for removing felt pen marker, lead and chinograph pencil marks without scratching the PVCU extrusion.
Benefits:
- Economical detergent cream cleaner
- Removes marks without scratching
- Enhances surface luster when buffed

Geocel PVCU CLEANER
Pack Size  150 Wipes per Tub

Geocel PVCU CLEANER
Geocel PVCU Cleaner is an economical detergent cream cleaner. It has been specially formulated to remove marks without scratching the PVCU extrusion.
Main Uses
Ideal for removing felt pen marker, lead and chinograph pencil marks without scratching the PVCU extrusion.
Benefits:
- Economical detergent cream cleaner
- Removes marks without scratching
- Enhances surface luster when buffed

Geocel PVCU CLEANER
Pack Size  150 Wipes per Tub
Top Gun Junior
10” Skeleton Gun
- Sizes Available – 310ml, 400ml cartridges

Geocel®
Superior Metal Foam Gun

Geocel®
Heavy Duty Cartridge Gun
- Sizes Available – 310ml, 380ml cartridges & 400ml cartridges & 150ml Co-axial cartridges

Geocel®
PRO Gun

Geocel®
Superior Metal Foam Gun

Cox Original
Ultra Point Manual Pointing & Grouting Gun
- Large volume manual applicator for mortar or grout
- Holds up to 900ml
- 12:1 trigger ratio
- Choice of nozzles for pointing & tile grouting
- Ideal for heavy duty construction

Also available Geocel Polyurethane Gun Cleaner, see page 29
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### Product Data Sheets

Detailed product data sheets are available on each product and should be consulted prior to application.

- **Untreated Wood/Timber**
- **Polyester Powder Coating**
- **Ceramic Coated Steel**

### Supporting Products

- **781 Acetoxy Silicone Sealant**
- **785+ Sanitary Dow Corning 7 Series Silicone Sealant**
- **786 Mildew Resistant Silicone Sealant**
- **791 Weatherproofing Silicone Sealant**
- **799 Plastic & Glass Silicone Sealant**
- **798+ Cold & Clean Room PVCu, Wood & Flues**
- **817 Mirror Adhesive Fire Rated**
- **Firestop 700 Silicone Sealant**
- **Acoustic FR Acoustic Fire theWORKS**
- **theWORKS theWORKS theWORKS theWORKS theWORKS Spray Painters Mate Flexible Acrylic Filler**
- **Painters Mate Lite Ultra Fine Filler**
- **Joiners Mate 5 Minute Rapid Wood Adhesive**
- **Liquid Wood Adhesive**
- **Trade Mate Frame Sealant**
- **Geocel Ecochem Universal PVA Adhesive and Sealer**
- **Trim & Gasket Adhesive & Activator**
- **Quickgrip Supergrab Solvent Quickgrip Multipurpose Gap Filling Adhesive**
- **Geocel EcoSeal Painters Mate Flexible Acrylic Filler**
- **Silicone Sealant**
- **AIRBLOCK Low Expansion Polyurethane Foams All Direction One Part Polyurethane Foam Applied Polyurethane Foam All Direction Minimal Expanding Polyurethane Foam**
- **Nailpower**
- **Geocel Top Gun Range Top Gun Top Gun Top Gun**
- **Roof & Gutter Oil Based Mastic**
- **Geocel Duct Seal Emulsion Acrylic Remover**
- **Geocel PVCu Cleaner Geocel Solvent Cleaner Geocel Universal Wipes**

For detailed product information, please contact Geocel's Technical Services Department.

[www.geocel.co.uk](http://www.geocel.co.uk)
5. Remove nozzle and cut tip off cartridge. Replace nozzle and cut tip to required width of seal. Place cartridge in gun and apply sealant firmly into joint.

6. Sealant should be tooled within 5 minutes of application to ensure good contact between sealant and substrate. This should be done with a spatular dipped in diluted soap solution.

7. Remove masking tape immediately after tooing.

8. Excess uncured material can be removed from tools and non-porous surfaces using White Spirit. Cured sealant can be removed by using Geocel Silicone Sealant Remover or abrasion.
Comprehensive Technical Data Sheets are available for many of our products; if you have any queries regarding our products please call us on the number below:

Technical Services Hotline on:

01752 345079